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Anaphora are expressions in language that depend on other linguistic entities for their full meaning. They can furthermore be divided into two types according to the level of representation where they find their antecedents: Surface anaphora, which resolve their reference at the sentence representation level, and deep anaphora, which resolve their reference at the non-grammatical level of discourse representation. The linguistic theory of these two anaphor types, and recent findings about processing differences at these two levels, combine to predict that surface anaphora should show fast and immediate reactivation of their antecedents, whereas deep anaphora should have a slower time course of antecedent reaccess. These predictions were confirmed with two lexical decision task experiments with Norwegian stimuli.
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INTRODUCTION

Linguistic theory can be regarded as a theory about mental states and tacit knowledge, embodied by linguistic competence and played out as linguistic performance (Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch, 2002). But to what degree does the mind/brain process language as if it is computing the relations and constructing the representations postulated by linguistic theory? A general project is to search for distinctions in language processing that match the distinctions in linguistic models. If such matches are found, one can conclude that the language performance system is an implementation of the constructs set forth by language competence theory (theoretical linguistics). In this article, such distinctions are sought in the processing of anaphora.

An anaphor is a linguistic expression that does not carry meaning by itself, but inherits its meaning from another expression. According to Hankamer and Sag (1976), anaphora can be subdivided into two types according to how they relate to this other expression. Surface anaphora get their meaning as a function of the meaning of another syntactic expression, and require that this other expression is contained in the same syntactic representation (of a sentence) that contains the anaphor. This is so because the constraints on the relation between the anaphor and the antecedent are only statable by rules that refer to syntactic structure. Deep anaphora, on the other hand, establish their meaning by searching for an antecedent among elements in the non-linguistic and non-syntactic representation of the current discourse. Hankamer and Sag showed that this is so because the units that make up the antecedent of a deep anaphor do not have to correspond to a syntactic unit.

To illustrate this difference, consider reflexive pronouns, which are surface anaphora by the criteria established by Hankamer and Sag. In the sentence “John likes himself”, the word “himself” is an anaphor because it cannot establish reference by itself, but is dependent upon the reference already established by the word “John”. The non-reflexive pronoun “he”, on the other hand, can be dependent on an expression outside the sentence, or can get its meaning from an entity that has no linguistic expression, as in the following example: Suppose two men are watching a third man scaling a wall, and one man says to the other out of the blue: “He’s really good!” In this case, “he” refers directly to the object in the mental representation of the visual scene induced by purely visual and cognitive (but not language-) perception. This is typical of deep anaphora.

Surface anaphora are most typically instantiated by elided syntactic material, as in VP-ellipsis (“I like apples, and you do [. . .], too”), and gapping (“I like apples, and you [. . .] oranges”). In these two cases, the elided part of the sentence (indicated by “[. . .]”) gets its value from the verb phrase and the verb, respectively, in the previous sentence. Deep anaphora are most often overt pro-forms, as in “Do it”—anaphora (“I often cheat, and you do it, too!”), where it is evaluated directly as having the same meaning as the first sentence.

In a subsequent paper, Sag and Hankamer (1984) made further claims about the psychological status of deep and surface anaphora. In their model, both syntactic representations and pure meaning representations are psychological objects, and they claimed that “the differences between the two kinds of anaphora . . . can only be understood in terms of a performance model: a model of how discourse is represented, produced, and comprehended” (p. 329). Drawing
on Johnson-Laird (1983), their model entailed that the process of going from sound to meaning works as follows:

As a new piece of discourse is produced, what is comprehended first is a propositional representation. . . . Thus at any given point in a discourse, what is present in the mind of a comprehender is a pair: a model of the discourse to date, and a propositional representation of the immediately preceding discourse. As the discourse proceeds, the content of the propositional representation, which is held in short-term memory, is integrated into the model. At some point the propositional representation is discarded, making room for new propositional representations . . .

The gradual breakdown of these (linguistic) representations into a “model of the discourse” matches what one finds in current discourse-semantic theories such as the Discourse Representation Theory of Kamp and Reyle (1993).

In summary, the psychological content of Hankamer and Sag’s theory is the claim that surface anaphora look for antecedents at a syntactic level of mental representation, whereas deep anaphora look for antecedents at a discourse-semantic level of mental representation. Note that Hankamer and Sag themselves did not attempt to derive specific processing predictions from this hypothesis; instead, they focused on grammaticality predictions. However, the deep/surface distinction did initially receive some attention in the psycholinguistic literature, by investigators who examined whether violations of the various parallelism requirements between antecedent and anaphor differently affected processing of surface versus deep anaphora (see Tanenhaus & Carlson, 1990; Mauner, Tanenhaus & Carlson, 1995). In the work reported here, the time course of the anaphor resolution process is examined. The background for this is that when recent findings about time course differences between purely syntactic versus discourse processing are combined with Hankamer and Sag’s theoretical claims, the prediction arises that surface anaphor resolution should be faster than deep anaphor resolution. This is borne out by our experimental results, and we conclude that the findings are consistent with Hankamer and Sag’s claim that the two anaphor types are relegated to different psychological representation and processing mechanisms.

SYNTACTIC VERSUS DISCOURSE PROCESSING

Several recent theoretical and empirical studies have concluded that processing of formal syntactic representations must be different from processing of discourse-related and pragmatic information. First, experimental studies of gap-filling processes have shown that this process is fast, automatic and reflex like (see, for example, Love & Swinney, 1996; Nicol, Fodor & Swinney, 1994; Nakano, Felser & Clahsen, 2002; Osterhout & Swinney, 1993; Stowe, 1986), and gaps are surface anaphors. Grodzinsky & Reinhart (1993) interpret classical behavioral findings on pre-school children’s understanding of anaphor relations (see Chien & Wexler, 1990), as showing that children automatically and correctly process pronouns that function as bound variables (which must find a sentence internal antecedent and are surface anaphora), whereas pronouns that may refer deictically (and which are deep anaphora) involve computations over discourse representations, which require more cognitive resources, and for this reason leads to errors in pre-school children. Avrutin (2000) report experimental findings that shows that aphasics and children make significantly more comprehension errors with discourse-linked versus non-discourse linked Wh-phrases. According to Avrutin, the computations required for discourse-linked Wh-phrases involve “the integration of syntactic and discourse-related knowledge”, speakers are required to “introduce a set of presupposed” entities to which the discourse linked phrase can refer. Operations that obligatorily relate to discourse representations require more processing resources and therefore are harder to “learn” (for children) and take a longer time to process (for both adults and children), according to Avrutin. Similarly, Shapiro (2000) argues, based on reaction time studies, that reaccess of the antecedent of discourse-linked Wh-phrases are delayed relative to non-discourse linked Wh-phrases. Finally, Friederici (1995) adds electrophysiological evidence for the claim that language processes related to purely syntactic form has an early time course of processing relative to other processes.

Whereas there is no a priori theoretical reason why discourse processing should have a different time course than syntactic processing, the empirical findings suggest that it does. We will follow the lead of Avrutin (2000) and take these experimental findings to suggest a model of anaphor processing where mental computations that require inspection of non-linguistic representations of discourse are more resource demanding, less automatic, and therefore has a relatively slower time course. On the other hand, form-driven, syntactic processing is reflex-like, automatic and fast. This predicts that deep anaphora should in general have a slower time course of accessing their antecedent than surface anaphora.

In order to test these predictions, two experiments were designed to measure the time course of antecedent reactivation for deep and surface anaphora, and to compare the time course of antecedent reactivation for the two anaphor types.

EXPERIMENT 1: SURFACE ANAPHORA

An all-visual lexical decision reaction time (RT) experiment was first conducted to replicate the finding by Nicol & Swinney (1989) that reflexive pronouns immediately reactivate their antecedents.

Method

Subjects. 29 Norwegian students were paid NOK 50 for participation.
Materials. Twenty experimental sentences in Norwegian were constructed that contained the reflexive pronoun “seg selv”. All sentences had the structure “[NP N PP] [V (P) seg selv + Adjunct]” (see Appendix A for the full set). In addition, 40 filler sentences were constructed. Ten of these were presentational constructions of the form “It was X who V’ed XP”; 10 were Yes/No-questions, 10 were declarative sentences introduced by an object relative clause NP, and 10 were declaratives introduced by a subject relative clause NP.

The subject noun of each sentence was matched with two words (probes): One probe was semantically related to the subject noun (as determined by an independent rating study, see Hestvik, Nordby, Karlsen & Myklebust, 2002), and the other probe was semantically unrelated to the prime noun or any other noun in the sentence. The two probes in each pair were matched for length and phonological structure, and did not differ significantly in reaction time in an independent lexical decision task (see Hestvik et al., 2002). The probe words were mostly nouns, but in some cases verbs. The 40 fillers were matched with 20 words and 60 non-words as probes. In this way, the proportion of words to non-words in the entire stimuli set was 1:1.

Each experimental sentence had two probe positions: Position 1 was 1,000 ms after the prime noun, but still temporally before the reflexive pronoun. Position 2 occurred 500 ms after the reflexive pronoun was shown. The following illustrates by example:

(1) Brannmannen-i terapigruppen-[1]-kritiserte-seg selv-[2]-etter redningsaksjonen. “The fireman in the therapy group criticized himself after the emergency operation.”

The pair of probe words for this stimulus was ILD “fire” vs. DILL (the spice), where “fire” is semantically related to “fireman” and “dill” is semantically unrelated.

Probe positions in the fillers were in 4 different positions: In set 1, probes were placed before the last word chunk (see below), in set 2 before the penultimate chunk, in set 3 before the antepenultimate chunk, and in set 4 at the end of the sentence. In this way, across the entire set of stimuli, probe positions varied considerably, lowering subject’s expectations as to where they would appear.

Design. Subjects were randomly assigned to two experimental groups, so that one group saw probes in position 1, and one group saw probes in position 2. Position thus constituted the between subject factor. Each subject was presented with 20 trials of related probes and 20 trials of unrelated probes, by presenting each of the 20 experimental sentences twice, once with a related probe and once with an unrelated probe. Probe type thus constituted the repeated measures within-subject factor, yielding a 2 (position) × 2 (probe type) mixed factorial ANOVA design.

Procedure. The experiment was programmed using MEL2 software running on a Fujitsu laptop computer. The 60 sentences were visually presented on the computer screen (cf. Fig. 1) in a random order in two immediately succeeding sessions, one session presented only semantically related probes to experimental sentences, and the other session presented only semantically unrelated probes (or word/non-word in the filler sentences). The order of presentation was counterbalanced within each group, so that half the subjects saw related probes in the first session and half the subjects saw the related probes in the second session.

Subjects were instructed to read the sentences for comprehension. When the probe appeared, subjects made a speeded lexical decision (word/non-word) by pressing a “yes” or “no” button. The response terminated the probe presentation and initiated presentation of the rest of the sentence. To ensure attention to the stimuli, subjects were instructed to paraphrase each sentence after it was finished.

Fig. 1. Sentence presentation. Word chunks were presented centrally on the screen in white letters on a dark background. Probe words were presented in green uppercase letters 1° above the sentence presentation text.
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Results

Because the lexical decision response was either incorrect or missing, 6.3% of the trials were removed from analysis. An additional 3.8% of the total trials were removed because the reaction times constituted outliers. The non-outliers range within a subject and within a condition was defined as the interquartile range (the $H$-spread) $\pm$ 1.5 times the $H$-spread (cf. Tukey, 1977); reaction times above or below this range were removed. One subject pressed the same button at every trial and was removed from the analysis. The overall average means per condition (with standard errors in parentheses) are given in Table 1.

Mean reaction time per condition was calculated per subject; these means were then used in a mixed factorial repeated measures ANOVA with Position (before vs. after the reflexive) as between factor and Probe Type (related vs. unrelated probe) as within factor. This ANOVA yielded a main effect for probe type, $F(1, 26) = 9.21$, $p < 0.006$, and a significant interaction between probe type and probe position, $F(1, 26) = 4.99$, $p < 0.04$ (see Fig. 2).

Planned orthogonal contrasts comparing related and unrelated probes in position 2 showed that the difference immediately after the reflexive (91 ms) was highly significant, $F(1, 26) = 14.95$, $p < 0.0007$. The difference between related and unrelated probes in position 1 was not significant, $F(1, 26) = 0.29$, $p = 0.58$.

Discussion

The results show that related probe words immediately following the reflexive are indirectly primed by the antecedent of the reflexive, via the relation it bears to the reflexive. This shows that the reflexive virtually instantaneously reactivates its antecedent and the semantic associative network of this antecedent. No such effect was observed in position 1, even though position 1 is in fact temporally closer to the antecedent (occurring exactly 1,000 ms after it). This shows that any recency priming (or perhaps more aptly termed, repetition priming) has dissipated after 1,000 ms. The priming caused by the reflexive must therefore be due to immediate reactivation of the antecedent. In effect, the reflexive is interpreted by the language processing system as corresponding to the lexical item of the grammatical antecedent, and the lexical semantic information of that item is what primes the decision task for the probes. Note that the significance of this is not the priming itself, but rather that the priming shows that the reflexive reactivates the semantic information associated with its antecedent, replicating for Norwegian the finding based on English language stimuli by Nicol & Swinney (1989).

EXPERIMENT 2: DEEP ANAPHORA

We next investigated whether deep anaphora of the “Do-It”-type reaccess their antecedents in the same way as reflexives. A lexical decision task with the same design as Experiment 1 was run with the Norwegian deep anaphor “gjøre det” (“do it”). This expression was determined to be a deep anaphor by the tests in Hankamer and Sag (1976).

Lexical decision probes were placed in a control position before the anaphor, immediately after the anaphor and in two downstream positions to test for late reactivation. We here predicted a slower timecourse of reaccess, since the resolution of the anaphor is not mediated by fast automatic processing.

Method

Subjects. 43 Norwegian students were paid NOK 50 for participation.

Materials. Twenty stimuli sentences with the Norwegian expression “gjorde også det” (“did it too”) were constructed as follows: each stimuli sentence from Experiment 1 was turned into a sentence where the subject in Experiment 1 now was a direct object. E.g. (2) Brannmannen i terapigruppen kritiserte seg selv – Lederen kritiserte brannmannen. “The fireman in the therapy group criticized himself” – “the leader criticized the fireman.”

This sentence was then conjoined with another clause containing a modified subject and the deep anaphor VP:

(3) Lederen kritiserte brannmannen og kvinnene i terapigruppen gjorde også det uten at noen brydde seg. “The leader criticized the fireman and the women in the therapy group did it too, without anyone caring.”
The same probe pairs matched with the subject in Experiment 1 were now matched with the object of the first clause in Experiment 2. In this way, the materials were kept fairly constant across the two experiments. In addition, 40 filler sentences matched with 20 words and 60 non-word probes were constructed. The fillers were varied in structure along the same lines as in Experiment 1, to lessen subject expectations about the nature of the stimuli.

Probes were placed in four different syntactic positions, between word chunks as in Experiment 1. Probes in position [1] were shown immediately after the subject noun phrase of the second sentential conjunct. This position was always 2,000 ms (corresponding to 4 word chunks) after the “priming” noun phrase (“brannmannen” in the example below), and 700 ms before the deep anaphor. No “repetition” priming by the subject of the second clause, as a function of mere temporal vicinity as opposed to reactivation, is expected at this long latency. Indeed, the lack of probe type effect at the corresponding control position in Experiment 1 shows that any “recency” or repetition priming has dissipated as early as 1,000 ms after presentation of the antecedent noun phrase. This probe position therefore serves as a control condition for testing priming at the next probe position, position [2]. Probes in position [2] always occurred 500 ms after the onset of the anaphor word chunk. If deep anaphora reactivate their antecedents in the same manner as surface anaphora, a probe type effect (i.e. priming) is expected in this position, as opposed to in position [1].

Finally, probes in position [3] occurred 1,000 ms after the deep anaphor and probes in Position [4] were presented 1,500 ms after the onset of the anaphor. The purpose of testing for a probe effect in these positions were exploratory: Even if we don’t observe reactivation priming immediately after the deep anaphor, it is conceivable that reactivation in this case has a slower time course than that observed with surface anaphora. If so, we might observe a priming effect in one or both of these “downstream” positions. The four probe positions are illustrated below with a sample stimulus from Appendix B:

(4) Lederen-kritiserte-brannmannen-og-kvinnene-i terapigruppen-[1]-gjorde-også det-[2]-uten at-[3]-noen-[4]-brydde seg.

As in Experiment 1, a pair of probes was associated with each stimulus sentence. For example, the probe pair for the stimulus sentence in (4) was ILD (“fire”) versus DILL (the spice). Specifically, the same prime word-probe pair match-ups were used as in Experiment 1. For example, in Experiment 1, *brannmann* (“fireman”) would be a prime word and the probes for the sentence containing this prime word would be ILD “fire” or DILL (the spice). Since we observed reactivation priming with the same prime word-probe pairs in Experiment 1, these stimuli should be well suited for detecting reactivation priming in Experiment 2 as well, if it indeed does occur.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, except that half the stimuli sentences were matched with a related probe and half with an unrelated probe in session 1. In session 2, the stimuli that received a related probe in session 1 now received an unrelated probe, and vice versa.

Design. The subjects were randomly assigned to four experimental groups based on probe position. Group 1 saw probes in position 1, group 2 saw probes in position 2, etc. Position thus constituted the between-subjects factor, and probe type (related/unrelated) the within-subjects factor.

Results

Only correct responses were included for analysis. In addition, outliers (defined in the same way as in Experiment 1) within condition per subject were removed. The average means per condition (standard errors in parentheses) are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Unrelated</th>
<th>Related</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>806 (31)</td>
<td>792 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>818 (41)</td>
<td>829 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>852 (41)</td>
<td>843 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>824 (34)</td>
<td>814 (39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A mixed factorial repeated measures ANOVA with probe position as between-subjects factor and probe type as within-subject factor showed no main effect of position ($F(3, 38) = 0.29, p = 0.83$) nor of probe type ($F(1, 38) = 0.44, p = 0.51$), and the interaction between probe and probe position was not significant ($F(3, 38) = 0.49, p = 0.69$).

Discussion

This experiment yielded no significant effect of probe type in either probe position. We interpret the lack of priming in position [2] as evidence that the deep anaphor does not immediately reaccess the semantic information associated with its antecedent. Furthermore, the lack of priming in the two downstream positions shows that the resolution of the anaphor is probably delayed until after the entire sentence is processed.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Using Norwegian stimuli we first replicated previous findings based on English stimuli that reflexive pronouns immediately reactivate their antecedents. This was as expected, since reflexive pronouns are surface anaphora, and surface anaphora establish their antecedents at the syntactic level of
representation. Based on the model that says that syntactic representations are computed quickly and early in the sentence understanding process, this is an expected result.

We then constructed a set of sentences containing deep anaphora that referred back to an entire VP. This VP contained as grammatical objects the exact same prime nouns used in the surface anaphor experiment. The exact same probe words were used to test activation as in Experiment 1. The fact that the deep anaphora stimuli did not yield priming effects, despite the identity of materials and method across the two experiments, is consistent with the interpretation that a deep anaphor of the “Do it”-type does not immediately reactivate its antecedent during online processing, and in fact has a slower time course of processing. If the “Do it”-type anaphor must wait until a discourse representation has been constructed, and only then can establish its reference via anaphoric linkage to an object at this level of representation, it is expected that we should not observe any priming effect immediately after the presentation of the anaphor, unlike the finding with reflexives.

This is consistent with the predictions we derived for deep anaphora versus surface anaphora based on the Hankamer–Sag theory, and thus supports the claims made by Sag and Hankamer that the two anaphor types are processed differently by the language processing system. The results also support the proposal by Avrutin (2000) that form-driven linguistic processing (as in surface anaphora) has a faster time course of mental computation than grammatical processing that requires access to pragmatics and discourse-related information, as with deep anaphora.

A weakness of the current finding is that we did not observe antecedent reactivation for deep anaphora even in the downstream positions. One would expect that even if the anaphora resolution process for deep anaphora had a slower time course, a meaning is nevertheless eventually assigned to it, and that this meaning assignment should have been reflected in priming at a late probe position. The current finding could therefore also be interpreted as if Experiment 2 simply failed to detect anything. There were also other differences in the stimuli presentations across the two experiments that confound the interpretation of the two experiments. For example, the prime word in Experiment 2 was a grammatical object whereas the prime word in Experiment 1 was a grammatical subject, and the sentences in Experiment 1 were simple clauses whereas Experiment 2 used coordinated structures. In principle, these differences confound the interpretation of the results, but there is no theoretical reason or model that would entail lack of immediate reactivation for these reasons. For lack of a better explanation, the deep versus surface anaphor resolution mechanisms therefore seems to be the best explanation.

Another recent finding based on English stimuli also bolsters the current interpretation. In Experiment 3 in Shapiro, Hestvik, Lesan & Garcia (2003), we used stimuli and methods that were essentially identical to those used in Experiment 2, except VP-ellipsis was used instead of “Do it”-anaphora. The following is an example, with probe positions indicated:

(5) The mailman bought a tie for Easter, and his brother, who was [1] playing volleyball, did [2] too, according to the sales clerk.

As shown in that paper, the English surface anaphor “Did too”, which differs minimally from “Did it”, did indeed generate immediate reactivation priming by the grammatical object in the elided VP. Since the method was the same in both experiments, and the stimuli only differed, from a theoretical perspective, in whether the first clause VP contained an “it” or not, the fact that there was antecedent reactivation with the English surface anaphor VP-ellipsis stimuli but not with the Norwegian deep anaphor “Do it”-stimuli can be explained if the latter is a deep anaphor and the former a surface anaphor, and if syntactic processing precedes discourse-semantic processing. (This direct comparison could not be carried out with Norwegian stimuli since English is the only Germanic language with true VP-ellipsis).

In conclusion, we interpret our results as showing that surface anaphora establish their anaphoric relation immediately, as shown by antecedent reactivation priming, whereas deep anaphora do not. These findings can therefore be viewed as experimental data supporting the theoretical distinctions proposed by Hankamer and Sag.
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APPENDIX A: STIMULI SENTENCES AND PROBE WORDS, EXPERIMENT 1

Word chunks are indicated by dashes; probe positions between square brackets; probe words are set in capitals.

**Experimental sentences**

1. Journalisten-i rommet-[1]-hentet vann-til seg selv-[2]-for -den dårlige vinen. BOR-KOR
2. Tannlegen-i restauranten-[1]-skyldte-på seg selv-[2]-for. REISE-MALE
3. Politimannen-i salen-[1]-forsvarte-seg selv-[2]-mot andre. SEMENT-SKRIBENT
4. Vaskekonen-med astma-[1]-snakket-med seg selv-[2]-i -farten. REISE-MALE
5. Postbudet-på ferie-[1]-kjøpte billetter-til seg selv-[2]-til andre. LØPE-DØPE
6. Bakeren-fra vestkanten-[1]-stemte-på seg selv-[2]-i valget. KIRKE-KURV
7. Veterinæren-med utstyret-[1]-siktet-på seg selv-[2]-med kamerat. DYR-MYR
8. Frisøren-med kappen-[1]-klippet-seg selv-[2]-foran speilet. HÅR-KÅR
9. Brannmannen-i terapigruppen-[1]-kritiserte-seg selv-[2]-etter redningsaksjonen. ILD-DILL
10. Presten-fra Frankrike-[1]-beskrev-seg selv-[2]-i en artikkel. KIRKE-KURV
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23. Det var svømmeren som hvisket nedsettende-* om konkurrentene. KAVIAR-HJERDE
24. Det var indianeren som spikket fine buer-* til barna sine. PLYSTRE-ITLEN
25. Det var husmoren som kom *-ike- overens. BILDE-KESPET
26. Det var kirøpraktoren som holdt på å besvime-* etter behandlingen. RADIO-KRUNN
27. Det var brokteren som betraktet-kunden-* som en plage. STOL-NAKTE
28. Det var idioten som var tapt-* for turen. BOK-SAN
29. Det var legen som deklamerte et vakkert dikt-* for sykesøsteren. STILLAS-SLAMT
30. Det var-kiropraktoren som holdt på å besvime-* etter behandlingen. RADIO-KRUNN
31. Knyttet-filmstjernene-* silkeslips på hverandre? KONFUMENT-GJERNE
32. Klorte-vinkjennerne-* seg fast på fjellhyllen? KONLUTT-STOR
33. Minte-astronautene-* sjefen på å slutte -tidlig? KØKKJEN-BESKRIVE
34. Tok-alkoholikerne-* testen på seg selv? KLION-FIASKO
35. La-bartenderne-* skylden på kollegaene for ranet? KRETRONE-NAKEN
36. Sammenlignet-skipsrederne-* klienten med Marilyn Monroe? LYKVOM-APPELSIN
37. Lagde-glassblåserne-* en gjenstand for turistene? KENN-BILMERKE
38. Smørte-bøndene-* brødskiver med gjetost? TORFAST-REGNFRAKK
39. Skreiv-munkene-* et dikt på pergamentet? PROR-TAK
40. Øvde-bokserne-* lenge på fotarbeidet? KOMER-KVELD
41. Generalen som alle *-trodde på-* overbeviste juryen om sin uskyld. UNTATT-NELDIG
42. Buddhisten som ingen *-likte-* ba ofte om penger. MIPE-SPITSE
43. Forskeren som innvandrer *-snakket med-* anså seg selv som kompetent. ALIS-FIGNER
44. Feieren som naboene *-hadde hentet-* skadet-armed under trening. LABRYNT-SKYRTE
45. Syklisten som vennene *-besøkte-* solte på jakka under skålingen. ROLD-NEFIN
46. Gardineren som alle *-ventet på-* holdt en lang tale om prydbusker. STÆVE-ØDEGLATT
47. Flykaptein som butikkjøfene *-jente-* prøvde et par buker og en jakke. GIRS-FOSK
48. Matrosen som jenta *-hadde invitert-* ba om en pils. VOSKE-DORFER
49. Psykologen som universitetet *-hadde ansatt-* beordret assistenten til å slutte. SMØT-GRENI
50. Vaktene som fabrikken *-alltid brukte-* frakobleting av alarmsystemet. KRELL-NUNNEN
51. Værarbeideren som alltid *-jobbet sent- ringte for å avlyse middagen.* KÅLSUR-FYLFET
52. Filosofen som var *-vedlig populær -*foreste-lenge for studentene.* REFFEM-SÆN
53. Ornitologene som observerte- terner -*var ikke-sultne* KATRE-KROY
54. Spionen som var stolt av sitt fag-klaget over den dårlige forberedelsen.* GULENE-GÅRTE
55. Smeden som hadde mange oppgaver-beareidet metallene?* SUBB-SKERV
56. Utleggeren som hadde-kollidert- beskyldte sjåføren for ulykken. *ENNIP-VAT
57. Urmakeren som var meget pertentil-spiste en stor middag uten dessert. *HJOL-SEPO
58. Kirurgen som var på handletur-skaffet-parfyme til sin kone. *KURRES-KLADE
59. Musikeren som hadde-kommet sent-protesterte motvedtaket. *GORT-GARIN
60. Servitøren som var fra byen-vrikket-foten-under kampen. *STYKRE-SNALB

APPENDIX B. STIMULI SENTENCES AND PROBE WORDS, EXPERIMENT 2

Experimental items
1. Vitnet-hentet-en journalist og offeret i ulykken-* gjorde også det-* etter at -* hadde-roet seg. AVIS-LAKRIS
2. Kunden-skyldte på tannlegen og eieren av restauranten -* gjorde også det-* ifra -* päpere i journalen. BOR-KOR
3. Jens-forsvarte politimannen og Marit som var der -* gjorde også det-* ifølge -* programmet som ble sendt. BOT-ROT
4. Studenten-snakket med vaskekonen og gutten -* gjorde også det-* ifølge -* opptellingen etter valget. BØTTE-STØTTE
5. Den gamle damen-hjelpet postbudet og en tilfeldig-* gjorde også det-* ifølge -* barna på lekeplassen. BREV-VEV
6. Mange-stemte på bakeren og de fra vestkanten -* gjorde også det-* ifølge -* opptellingen etter valget. BRØD-NØD
7. Den unge kvinnene-ringte til veterinæren og tystkeren på ferie-* gjorde også det-* ifølge -* optellingen etter valget. BÆRD-KURV
8. Fru Hansen foretrakk frisøren og Fru Nilsen over gaten-* gjorde også det-* ifølge -* han- med dyre-myren. FYRD-MYR
9. Fru Hansen foretrakk frisøren og Fru Nilsen over gaten-* gjorde også det-* ifølge -* har- avlorlig. HÅR-KÅR
10. Lederen kritiserte branntannen og kvinnene i terapi gruppen -* gjorde også det-* ifølge -* har- seg. ILD-DILL
11. Ola oppsøkte presten og slektningen fra Frankrike -* gjorde også det-* ifølge -* har- slik. KIRKE-KURV
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11. Rapporten-refererte-til soldaten-og-en bok-som kom ut-[1]-gjorde også det-[2]-uten at-[3]-noen-[4]-hadde reagert. KRIG-KVELD
12. Gjestene-rost-kongen-og-de andre som så på-[1]-gjorde også det-[2]-hvis-[3]-ukebladet-[4]-har rett. KRONE-GARDIN
15. Leverandøren-begynte-foran-kokken-og-selgeren-på møtet-[1]-gjorde også det-[2]-forårsaken-[3]-saken-[4]-utviklet seg. KULL-MUGG
16. Gateselgeren-så en turist-og-b Listings...
60. Ville-budet-i firmaet-stadig-plage-[*]-sjefen-selv om-han ikke-turde-innromme det-til de andre? LYKVOM-APPELSIN